
 
May 27,2020 

URGENT: Insuring the Trans Mountain Pipeline  
 
David Long, CEO 
Liberty Mutual 
 
To Mr. Long, 
 
I am writing on behalf of the environmental organization Stand.earth to urge you to not renew 
your insurance coverage for the Trans Mountain pipeline and to adopt a policy ruling out 
insurance for tar sands extraction and transport projects and underwriting and investing in tar 
sands companies.  
 
The recently-filed 2019-2020 insurance certificate for the Trans Mountain pipeline – required by 
the Canadian Energy Regulator – lists the 11 insurance companies that are currently insuring 
the pipeline. We are preparing to launch a campaign targeting the insurance companies that are 
backing this destructive project. 
 
The certificate indicates that Liberty Mutual is currently an insurer of the pipeline and is 
therefore on our list of potential targets. However, if you publicly indicate that you plan to drop 
your policy on the pipeline when it comes up for renewal this August, we will take you off that 
list.  
 
Stand is part of a broad coalition of environmental and civil society groups that are campaigning 
on the insurance industry to accelerate solutions to climate change. We are particularly 
concerned about the expansion of the tar sands, a source of unconventional oil found mostly in 
northern Alberta, Canada.  
 
A recent study by the Pembina Institute found that climate emissions from a barrel of tar sands 
70% above the global average, confirming that the tar sands are one of the dirtiest, highest 
carbon sources of oil on the planet. Emissions from oil and gas production are one of the 
primary reasons Canada cannot meet its Paris commitments. These emissions now represent 
the largest and fastest growing source of emissions in Canada. 
 
One of the key factors containing the growth of the tar sands and the associated climate 
emissions, is a lack of pipeline capacity. This is why the fate of the Trans Mountain Pipeline 
Expansion, which would ship 590,000 barrels per day of tar sands crude, is critical to the fight to 
limit the impacts of climate change.  
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https://docs2.cer-rec.gc.ca/ll-eng/llisapi.dll/fetch/2000/130635/3921594/C05894-1_Ltr_Trans_Mountain_Compliance_to_Order_AO-001-FRO-002-2017_2019_Annual_Report_-_A7F0T0.pdf?nodeid=3921595&vernum=-2
https://www.pembina.org/pub/oilsands-carbon-constrained-canada
https://www.pembina.org/pub/oilsands-carbon-constrained-canada
https://www.stand.earth/publication/people-vs-big-oil/canadas-oil-and-gas-challenge
https://www.stand.earth/publication/people-vs-big-oil/canadas-oil-and-gas-challenge


 

If this pipeline goes into operation, climate scientists estimate that upstream emissions in 
Alberta will go up by 21 - 27 Mt Co2e a year and downstream emissions from refining and 
burning the oil will add a further 71.1 Mt Co2e annually. Which is why Dr. Mark Jaccard, who is 
an IPCC lead author and the author of the latter study concluded “oil sands expansion is 
inconsistent with preventing warming greater than 2°C” which is the minimum threshold to 
maintain a safe climate. 
 
Furthermore, the pipeline has not obtained the Free, Prior, and Informed Consent of impacted 
Indigenous communities and is currently the subject of active litigation at the federal level. The 
project has been long-delayed in the face of Indigenous-led resistance in the courts and on the 
ground.  
 
Seven insurance companies have policies in place that restrict oil sands insurance:Zurich, AXA, 
and Swiss Re, AXIS Capital, The Hartford, and most recently Munich Re and Generali. On the 
banking side, nineteen major banks, including BNP and ING, have adopted tar sands finance 
restrictions due to the climate impact of the sector. This May, Norway’s Norges Bank – the 
world’s largest sovereign wealth fund – divested from four of the largest Canadian tar sands 
companies, citing their “unacceptable” level of greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
We urge you to join these institutions by publicly indicating you will drop your policy on 
the Trans Mountain Pipeline and by working with us to adopt a policy exiting the tar 
sands sector. 
 
We ask that you respond to our letter by June 17th, and we welcome the opportunity to discuss 
this issue before that time. If we do not receive a response from you by June 17th, we will 
assume that your company is planning on renewing insurance for this destructive project, and 
we will have no choice but to target your company as part of our campaign. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you, 

 
Sven Biggs  
Canadian Oil and Gas Program Director 
Stand.earth  
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